
A graduate of the University of Wales, Delyth trained as a jeweller 
and designer at the North East Wales Institute of Art and Design 
before setting up a design studio in  Llanfairfechan and a workshop 
in Yorkshire. 

Delyth is the daughter of the well known Masonic writer   Dr Robert Lomas, co-author of The Hiram 
Key and many other books on Freemasonry. 

She has always been fascinated by Masonic symbols and began making Masonic jewellery for her 
famous father many years ago. 

Now Delyth has decided to produce a range of sterling silver, hand finished  Masonic  jewellery, 
using the designs she first made for Bro. Robert to wear. The symbols which attracted him are not 
only the  standard square and compasses but also more subtle  Masonic symbols, such as the pillars 
and centre. 

Delyth's late grandmother was also a Freemason and a lover of fine jewellery.  Delyth has been 
inspired by her family connections to design delicate and   unusual    Masonic jewellery for both 
ladies and men. 

Each piece is supplied with a certificate of authenticity signed by both Delyth and Robert Lomas. 

Proudly present…. 

In the middle of the First Degree Tracing Board of Freemasonry is a very     
important symbol, a circle bounded by two parallel lines. The ritual describes it 
as the point from which no Mason can err. 

Delyth has turned this symbol into a set of cufflinks and a tie/ lapel pin. Made 
from polished sterling silver this beautiful cufflinks embody a key spiritual symbol 
of Freemasonry which is not well known outside the Craft. 

Price for these Sterling Silver Masonic Centre 
Cufflinks £53.32 (Excluding UK Tax) 

Masonic Centre Tiepin also in Sterling Silver 
£20.43 (Excluding UK Tax) 

Please apply for a catalogue of the full  
Delyth Masonic range 
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